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1 The core questions
The relation between language and thought has been central in many disciplines including philos-
ophy, linguistics, psychology, anthropology, to mention just some. For the Ancient Greek thinkers,
logos refers to both thought (specifically, ability of humans to think logically) and language, there-
fore a symmetry is projected in the relation of the two: the ability to think needs language to
express thought. Moreover, for thinkers like Aristotle this relation is universal: thoughts do not
vary according to language, but language is the universal vehicle for representing thought. For
Plato, likewise, as lucidly expressed in Cratylus, objects have their essence (ousia) and the task of
name-givers is to discover the essence and name accordingly. The Greek view is descriptive and
representational: the thought and the world exist independent of language, and language serves to
describe it. Language does not by itself create a reality, although in rhetoric and in sophistry the
truth of sentences can be manipulated to exploit gaps in logic that can lead to flawed conclusions.
In contrast to this descriptive view, the so-called Sapir-Whorf hypothesis stipulates a primacy
of language over thought such that thought is determined by the language. This position— widely
popular in (mostly non-linguistic) circles, and epitomized in Wittgenstein’s famous saying The
limits of my language means the limits of my world— is one of relativism and language supremacy:
in its strongest form, the position says that the language spoken by a community (a) fully de-
termines the thought frame within which the community understands the world, and therefore
(b) places limitations on how linguistic agents perceive and construct the world. The linguistic
supremacy position views language as a world creating and restricting device, in contrast to the
Greek view where the function of language is merely to represent and describe the world.
In this paper, we will approach the question of language, thought and reality by studying
how grammar and the lexicon encode our relation to the world. We will address the fundamental
categories of knowledge and belief, and focus on specific grammatical devices such as mood
morphemes (subjunctive and indicative), attitude verbs of knowledge and belief, and expressions
of possibility and necessity such as modal verbs (must, may, will, might). What is the function
of these expressions? How much do they tell us about the nature of knowing and believing?
Is a language like English, which lacks subjunctive and indicative, missing something crucial
compared to languages such as Greek and Italian which have productive mood morphology? Is
the absence of mood a deficiency for knowledge or belief?
We will argue that the function of modal and propositional attitude verbs is to be truth manipu-
lators: they express whether speakers are fully or partially committed to the truth of a proposition,
and whether they do so based on objective (i.e. truth), or subjective criteria. In believing, commit-
ment relies on subjectively veridical constructs of truth that commit speakers solipsistically, and
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sometimes in defiance of actual truth, as is the case, for example, with predicates of dream and
imagination that select the indicative— the mood otherwise indicating knowledge.
Knowledge verbs form the only realm that engages truth and the world directly, and whose
complement sentences can refer to actual facts. In any other embedding, the world and reality are
accessed only privately and indirectly, via subjective representations that individuals construct—
which we will call ‘ “information states”, “modal bases”, and more broadly the body of evidence.
When a choice is made to use a modal expression or a propositional attitude verb, the speaker (as
is the case with modals) or the propositional attitude bearer (as is the case with attitude verbs)
is expressing a stance toward truth by admitting essentially that she lacks knowledge. These
stances form veridicality commitments that can be stronger or weaker, depending on the modal
or the chosen attitude. Language, therefore, functions both descriptively— in articulating the
full commitment of knowledge—and subjectively via solipsistic veridical constructs; and some
predicates, i.e., the Italian belief verbs that we will describe as ‘suppositional beliefs’ later, contain
both components. This paper therefore ultimately serves as an argument for the need for careful
linguistic analysis in trying to answer the question of language and thought.
The discussion proceeds as follows. We outline the core distinction between veridical and
nonveridical stance based on our recent work (Giannakidou and Mari 2016, 2018a,b, 2021) in
section 2, where we develop a theoretical framework focussing on the English modal verbs which
we analyze as ‘anti-knowledge’ markers. We then talk about the body of evidence as determining
the veridicality judgement in section 3, where we also note that it is to be distinguished from what
we call ‘emotive’ content which is subjective and therefore less reliable (see Giannakidou and
Mari 2016b). We move on to question of mood choice and propositional attitudes in section 4,
where we illustrate the basic paradigms of knowledge and belief in Greek and Italian. We establish
two kinds of belief in sections 5 and 6, the one that we called solipsistic and which is purely
subjective, and another one which is suppositional (as we call it in Giannakidou and Mari 2021)
and conjectural, and contrasts belief with knowledge. We elaborate on the nature of evidence,
endogenous or exogenous in section 7 and make some additional observations about the direction
of fit. We conclude in section 8 that Greek, Italian, and English do not differ fundamentally just
because the latter lacks productive mood marking in complement clauses. In English, the effect
of mood morphemes is taken up by modal verbs or tense, and the linguistic system has the same
expressive power.
2 Veridical and nonveridical stance
Consider the following declarative sentences. One contains a simple past tense, another one has
the present tense, two sentences contain the modal verbs (must and may), and one contains the
future modal will:
(1) a. It is raining.
b. It rained.
c. It must be raining.
d. It may be raining.
e. It will rain.
Let us call the tensed sentences without modal verbs “bare”. In linguistic semantics and pragmatics
we assume that the assertion of a bare sentence requires that the speaker follows the Gricean
principle of Quality (Grice 1957), which is a fundamental principle for co-operative conversation.
Quality demands that the speaker be truthful, and this means that when uttering a bare sentence,
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she knows, or has grounds to believe that it is raining or that it rained.1 By uttering the sentence
“It is raining”, the speaker wants to share her knowledge or belief with her audience. Information
flow, in other words, and sharing information more broadly means that the speaker intends the
proposition denoted by the bare sentence to be added to the ‘common ground’ of the conversation.
Upon adding the proposition to the common ground, a listener might object if they know or believe
otherwise, e.g., if they just came back from outside and it is no longer raining. But insofar as the
speaker is concerned, and given what she knows or believes at the time of utterance, it is true that
it is raining or that it rained.
When the speaker has this knowledge, we say that the speaker takes a veridical stance towards
the proposition It is raining (Giannakidou and Mari 2018a,b, 2021; Giannakidou 1998, 2013). We
can think of the veridical stance as the mental state (or, attitude) of commitment to truth. This
is not commitment in the sense of commitment to act; veridical commitment is independent of
action since it relies purely on knowledge and belief. The veridical stance is commitment to truth
motivated by information that the speaker possesses that we will call the body of evidence.
In Giannakidou and Mari 2021 we establish veridical commitment as the prerequisite for as-
sertion:
(2) Veridical commitment as a prerequisite for assertion:
A sentence S is assertable if and only if the speaker is veridically committed to the propo-
sition p denoted by S.
Commitment is a kind of certainty of the speaker, who acts as the the linguistic anchor or agent.
The linguistic anchor is not always the speaker. As we shall see, when we have propositional
attitude verbs such as in Ariadne believes that it is raining it is Ariadne’s not the speaker’s certainty
that take center stage. The speaker, when uttering a bare sentence, unless she is lying (in which
case she is not being co-operative in Gricean terms), she shares information that she considers
or knows, to be true. Veridical commitment can be public, as in the bare sentence, or private
and purely subjective as is the case with verbs of imagination, fiction, and personal taste—where
commitment can be even knowingly contested. In these cased the subjective veridical stance
replaces knowledge, and we talk about solipsistic commitment, as we will discuss soon.
On the other hand, when a speaker choses to modalize she indicates an epistemic or doxastic
state that lacks commitment, i.e, she is taking a nonveridical stance. She is now uncertain about
whether it is raining or not. This epistemic uncertainty is gradient: with may or might or an
expression such as It is possible that it rains, raining is considered a mere possibility, and the
commitment is trivial in the sense that the possibility is not excluded. But when a necessity modal
is used, raining is considered very likely, and with the future modal it is to be expected. In this
case, we have talked about bias: the linguistic anchor is biased towards p.
Bias is supported by strong evidence in favor of the proposition, but it does not mean that the
speaker knows p to true. Modals are anti-knowledge markers; a speaker choses to use an epistemic
modal because they are not absolutely certain about the truth of p. Epistemic modal verbs are
indicators that the speaker reasons with uncertainty and that she leaves open both options, p and
not p, open. Consider below some attested examples (from Lassiter 2016, cited in GM):2
(3) a. This is a very early, very correct Mustang that has been in a private collection for a
long time. . . . The speedo[meter] shows 38,000 miles and it must be 138,000, but I
1There are, of course, non-cooperative conversations such as advertising, propaganda, so-called bullshit (Frankfurt
2005), or types of political speech where truthfulness is not required. These cases deserve full consideration, but on
a different occasion. The framework we develop here and in our more extensive prior work offers a number of tools
that will be helpful for the analysis of non-cooperativity and deceptive language.
2See also Trnavac and Taboada 2012 for a corpus study that includes modal verbs as non nonveridicality markers.
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don’t know for sure.
b. I don’t know for sure, sweetie, but she must have been very depressed. A person
doesn’t do something like that lightly.
c. It must have been a Tuesday (but I don’t know for sure), I can’t remember.
d. I have an injected TB42 turbo and don’t like the current setup. There is an extra
injector located in the piping from the throttle body . . . Must be an old DTS diesel
setup but I’m not certain. Why would they have added this extra injector?
Hence, despite the fact that must is a necessity modal, it still does not entail knowledge of, or
commitment to, p by the speaker. The use of a modal is always an indication that inference to p
contains gaps and uncertainty.
Consider also the following case, which has been discussed in the literature quite a lot. Direct
visual perception contexts are famously cited as rejecting modalization:
(4) Context: i is standing in front of the window and sees the rain.
a. #It must be raining.
b. #It may be raining.
c. #It might be raining.
The modals are infelicitous here because if I see the rain, I know that it is raining, and knowl-
edge is veridical; therefore modalization is prohibited because direct evidence is a reliable path to
knowledge. Giannakidou and Mari (2016) note that modal statement statements can be continued
by “but I am not entirely sure” (as first noted in Bertinetto 1979; Mari 2009, Giannakidou and
Mari 2012b,2013):
(5) He must/may be home, but I am not entirely sure.
Veridical assertions do not accept such continuation:
(6) a. #He is at home but I am not entirely sure.
b. #I know he is at home but I am not entirely sure.
Clearly then, modal statements are incompatible with veridical commitment to p.
In our recent work, we have defined commitment based on veridicality as a scale, and we
summarize the gist below. Veridical commitment is full commitment: the speaker knows p or
believes it to be true, she is in a veridical state and therefore fully committed to p. We will call this
state of full commitment epistemic commitment, although as we said earlier it is a combination of
knowledge and belief, broadly construed. The scale of epistemic commitment looks as follows;
upper case MUST and MIGHT indicate the family of words which crosslinguistically correspond
to the English modals:
(7) Scale of commitment (Giannakidou and Mari 2016, 2021):
<p, MUST p, MIGHT p>;
where i is the speaker, p conveys full commitment of i to p; MUST p conveys partial
commitment of i to p, and MIGHT p conveys trivial commitment of i to p.
The nonveridical stance, in other words, creates weaker commitment, one where the linguistic
anchor reasons with uncertainty. In the nonveridical stance, the mental state allows both options p
and ¬p. In the case of possibility modals, there is no bias towards p, the options are, as we say, in
nonveridical equilibrium, state or ‘balanced uncertainty’.
Nonveridical equilibrium characterizes also questions:
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(8) Did it rain yesterday?
(9) I wonder whether it rained yesterday.
The question indicates a state of uncertainty that is similar to that of modals of possibility:
it might have rained yesterday and Did it rain yesterday? convey the same state or ‘balanced
uncertainty’ in the sentence that the two possibilities (rain, not rain) are equal in terms of what the
speaker believes or knows to be the case.
Finally, when we consider actual information conveyd, commitment entails the following:
(10) Commitment and informativity: (Giannakidou and Mari 2016):
<pMUST pMIGHT p>; where “” means “informationally stronger than”
Nonmodalized p (speaker knows p, p added to the common ground)
MUST p (speaker does not know p, but is biased toward p)
POSSIBLY p (speaker does not know p, and there is nonveridical equilibrium)
Only the veridical, committed assertion of p adds p to the common ground as public knowledge.
Introducing a modal creates an informationally weaker sentence. With a possibility modal, just as
with a question, we simply don’t know whether there is any evidence to support p. Bias toward
p, in turn, is informationally stronger than nonveridical equilibrium but still does not make the
audience think that p is true— only that is is likely. In other words, only the bare sentence gives
actual information about the world.
3 The formation of commitment and the body of evidence
In this section, we will ponder a little bit more on how commitment is formed. Is commitment
based on what is true, or is it an evaluation of what is perceived or understood as true by a linguistic
agent? Is commitment based on evidence alone? Or can it be influenced by endogenous factors
and biases that can create purely solipsisitc beliefs, only partially or not-at-all based on reality?
Dissecting the state of commitment is key to understanding the nature of veridicality judgement.
Truth is the foundation of logic, the study of linguistic meaning, and axiomatization in science.
Aristotle gives a well-known definition of truth in his Metaphysics (1011b25): “To say of what is
that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false, while to say of what is that it is, and of what is not
that it is not, is true.” Very similar formulations can be found in Plato (Cratylus 385b2, Sophist
263b). The Aristotelian truth serves as the foundation for the main paradigm of truth-conditional
semantics that we use in linguistic analysis, and Tarksi’s correspondence theory of truth.
Truth, in the correspondence theory, consists in a direct relation of a sentence to reality: the
sentence Snow is white is true if and only if the snow in the world is white. This well-motivated
understanding is central to natural language semantics, and implies metaphysical realism that
acknowledges objective truth. Objective truth correlates with fact but also with time: simple
positive present and past sentences such as Ariadne arrived in Paris last night, Ariadne is eating
breakfast right now, are true or false objectively, which means that the sentences, if true, denote
facts of the world. Future sentences, on the other hand, such as Ariadne will go to Paris next week
are objectively false at the time of utterance (since they have not happened yet), but could or must
be true—depending on the strength of prediction—at a future time.
When I use a knowledge predicate I engage truth directly:
(11) Mary knows that Ariadne read War and Peace.
The know predicate is characterized in the literature as factive (Kiparksi and Kiparki 1970): that
Ariadne read War and Peace is fact. A fact is a true proposition, notice that the negative sentence
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Mary doesn’t know that Ariadne read War and Peace still entails that Ariadne read War and Peace.
The word know and its equivalents (upper case KNOW henceforth) is a propositional attitude
predicate: it says that the subject of KNOW stands in the knowing relation to the fact that Ariadne
read War and Peace. KNOW predicates in language are often characterized as presuppositional
because they indeed require that the complement be a fact, therefore true.
Now, as we said earlier, when the speaker co-operatively utters the sentence:
(12) Ariadne read War and Peace.
they are making a claim about what they consider or know to be true (based on what we just said
in the previous section), i.e., they are in a veridical stance to the sentence, they are committed to
it. How is the commitment formed? Speakers and hearers form judgments about the truth of state-
ments based on what they know, expect, or believe (Giannakidou 1998, 1999, 2013; Harris and
Potts 2010; de Marneffe et al. 2012; Mari et al. 2013 on perspectival generics; Mari 2009, 2015,
2016, 2018, to appear). That such relativization is needed becomes visible when a modal expres-
sion is used; but it is intuitively cleat that every sentence is interpreted against prior knowledge or
experience. Harris and Potts 2010 express this very clearly in their assertion that “all sentences
are perspectival”.
When speakers make assertions or ask questions or assess statements of others, they make
veridicality judgments that are not ex nihilo, but rather based on their own body of information
or perspective. The veridicality judgement is more complex than truth assignment: it depends on
what speakers know or believe to be true, and on how they extract information from context (see
especially Giannakidou 1998, 2013; Mari 2009; Giannakidou and Mari 2016; de Marneffe et al.
2012 confirm this complexity with corpus data). The basis for commitment can therefore not be
just truth itself. When a speaker makes calls about truth, they use a body of information that we
call the body of evidence, and the body of evidence determines the veridicality judgement.
The body of evidence contains two types of content. First, there is declarative informative
content, namely what the speaker or subject of attitude knows to be true, believes to be true, re-
members, or understands to be true— what kind of information they have, in other words. If
commitment to truth is sincere, this type of content is evidential. Secondly, the body of evidence
is rational, hence it contains logical deductive rules, as well as inductive, stereotypical generaliza-
tions that guide rational thought. For instance, if the speaker has heard that Ariadne read War and
Peace from a reliable source, they will take this hearsay information to be true and convey it as
true; but if they hear the same sentence uttered by a pathological liar, rationality should make the
speaker reluctant to commit themselves to the sentence. Likewise, if I wake up in the morning and
I see the streets being wet, I can truthfully report this by saying It rained last night, because it is
rational to infer, by the wetness of the street, that it rained— and less rational to say, for example,
that it snowed, or The neighbors left the water running again.
Reasoning with the future also allows us to see the effects of rationality. Consider:
(13) John will be here at 5.
In everyday life, we constantly evaluate whether the actual world follows stereotypical rules. What
counts as normal or reasonable outcome depends on one’s knowledge and experience, and human
agents make use of expectations relying on knowledge and experience when they reason. Nor-
malcy and reasonability manifest themselves in various forms in language3, for instance also when
ignoring exceptions with generic statements: the generic statement Dogs bark precludes abnormal
instances of dogs; see discussion in Mari et al. 2012.). Of course, actual outcomes do not always
conform to what is expected under normalcy conditions, and the expectation of not conforming to
3See Dowty 1979.
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what it is “normal” determines often our uncertainty. But when we utter a sentence like (13), we
rely on normalcy conditions and rationally about the future.
Hence linguistic agents form veridicality judgements based on information they have and gen-
eral rules of inference, and chose accordingly to commit fully, partly or trivially to a proposition.
There is another type of content that is relevant and may interfere with the body of evidence.
We will call this emotive content. This content is highly subjective and to a large extent private: it
contains the set of desires and hopes of the linguistic agent, as well as their political, ideological,
religious, or esthetic beliefs. This component is not so relevant to whether Ariadne read War and
Peace, or to whether John will be here by 5 pm, and plays no role in the assertability veridicality
condition in these inocuous cases. If I hate Russian writers, and I know that Ariadne read War and
Peace but I wish she hadn’t, I still utter Ariadne read War and Peace truthfully.
But the emotive component becomes relevant when the sentence contains so-called subjective
predicates:
(14) War and Peace is a masterpiece.
(15) Donald Trump is brave.
These sentences express opinions. Opinions do not depend on evidence alone, and are highly
dependent on the emotive component (which, needless to say, need not be rational). For instance,
if I hate Russian writers, most likely I will not utter (14), and upon hearing it I will object with
(16) below. Likewise, if I am a fun of Donald Trump I will take (15) to be true—even though my
commitment to it maybe be based on a factual confusion of rudeness with bravery; as we said, the
emotive component need not be rational. If I disapprove of Donald Trump, I will disagree (17):
(16) War and Peace is not a masterpiece.
(17) Donald Trump is not brave.
Here we have what has been called in the literature faultless disagreement (Lasesohn 2005). Two
agents can be confronted with the same information or set of facts (body of evidence), but they
can draw different conclusions based on their set of subjective assumptions about what counts as
being a masterpiece and being brave. The disagreement is faultless because the evaluation now
includes the emotive component, and is judged against that. Two speakers can commit to the
one or another direction. Predicates of personal taste have this characteristic property, and are
pervasive in language. Examples include tasty, fun, beautiful, scary, etc:
(18) Fish is tasty.
(19) That movie was scary.
(20) That old house is beautiful.
People systematically disagree about the ‘correct’ application of these predicates when they
express opinion. Opinion is distinct from knowledge, it is private, and based on both evidence and
the emotive component. Disagreements may never be settled because they are not simply factual.
It is not merely a matter of fact if X is a masterpiece or X is brave, but as Lasesohn puts it, it is a
matter of opinion. Opinion alone, it must be emphasized, cannot form the basis of knowledge and
validity because it is not factual but subjective. Two agents can have two differing opinions when
confronted with the same set of facts, as we said. Opinions, therefore, cannot be true of false; you
just have them, and they are consistent or inconsistent depending on whether they follow from the
agent’s internal assumptions of not. Blurring the distinction between knowledge (which is factual)
and opinion (which is not) leads to un-cooperative argument which Plato would call sophistry and
Frankfurt calls bullshit.
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Let us now introduce the puzzle of mood. This will allow us to see more workings of the
subjective component and of its complex interaction with factuality and rationality, and add further
distinctions about the evidential bases that ground knowledge and belief judgements.
4 Knowledge and belief predicates: indicative and subjunctive
Mood choice is a multidimensional phenomenon, as we illustrate in our recent book, involving
interactions between syntax, semantics, and pragmatics; and raises a number of issues that are
literally invisible if we pay attention only to English simply because Modern English lacks the
morphological category of mood in embedded clauses. Despite this absence, terms such as “sub-
junctive” and “indicative” continue to be routinely used, e.g., in the discussion of English condi-
tionals, often misleading us to think that we are dealing with a mood phenomenon. (We are not.
Indicative and subjunctive conditionals are really about tense.4)
Natural languages vary in the vocabulary, form, and grammatical categories that realize mood;
yet in addressing the question of language and thought, most continental philosophy overlooks
this striking variation and almost exclusively focuses on English. This focus affects negatively the
set of data deemed relevant for analysis, and in effect diminishes, not to say dismisses, the role
of linguistic diversity in revealing aspects of the logic needed in order to handle accurately and
successfully the central questions of truth and knowledge. In our book, we explore the interaction
between truth, knowledge, and veridicality judgement as they interact in the grammatical phe-
nomenon of mood choice (subjunctive, indicative) in European languages. Our main illustrators
are Standard Modern Greek and the Romance language family, with specific emphasis on Italian
and French. Here, we will limit ourselves to the very basic variations in order to keep the data
manageable.
















































































The spring has arrived.
The verb of knowledge savoir/sapere (‘know’) selects the indicative in both French and Italian
4A typical subjunctive conditional is a counterfactual ‘If John had ask for help, he would have received it.’ Indica-
tive conditionals are about future and possibilities that can still become actual: ‘If John asks for help, he will receive
it.’
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(21-a)-(22-a), but the volitional verb vouloir/volere (‘want’) selects the subjunctive in both lan-
guages (21-b)-(22-b). The indicative is the default mood of unembedded sentences, as indicated
in (21-c)-(22-c). This is a typical pattern in all European languages; and in the cases above, the
mood morphemes are in complementary distribution, i.e., one mood excludes the other.5
Interestingly, in Greek, as well as French, verbs of belief (doxastic) pattern with knowledge in






























Paul knows that Roxanne left.
Nomizo (think), pistevo (believe) take indicative oti, complements, not subjunctive— even


























I believe that Mary is pregnant.
It seems to be a robust generalization that in Greek and French epistemic and doxastic attitude
verbs pattern on a par in selecting indicative. This is a problem for the traditional characterization
of mood being dependent on realis versus irrealis (see discussion in Giorgi and Pianesi 1996),
because clearly the complement of belief verbs is not realis.
The doxastic verbs are solipsistic, we argue: they rely on the private veridicality commitment
of the attitude holder’s doxastic space, ignoring what is in the common ground and lacking entirely























Ariadne believes that Milan is the capital of Italy./Ariadne considers Milan to be the
capital of Italy.
That Milan is the capital of Italy is objectively false; however, the speaker can use this sentence
to report Ariadne’s contested belief, and the speaker would have to use the indicative mood, des-
ignated by the mood particle oti, which in Greek surfaces as a subordinator (equivalent to that).
The Greek subjunctive particle na is, crucially excluded.
The fact that indicative and not subjunctive is used to convey this obviously false belief indi-
cates that, despite what the speaker knows to be the case and what is objectively the case, when it
comes to mood selection, grammar forces Ariadne to lay claim to the veridicality of her belief, and
5Though the indicative-subjunctive pattern has been most extensively described in Indo-European languages, it is
by no means restricted to these. It appears in many of the world’s languages, including Native American languages
(see a recent article by Matthewson 2010 for Salish, and Wiltschko 2016). The contrast between subjunctive and
indicative also correlates with evidentiality, especially in languages that have only one indirect evidential morpheme
(Murray 2016; Smirnova 2013).
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forces the speaker to follow suit, regardless of relation to actual truth.6 The selection of indicative
with belief and doxastic verbs is observed not just in Greek and French, but seems to be the rule
in most Romance languages (with the exception of Italian and some varieties of Portuguese and
Spanish that we will present next).

















































Ariadne was deceived/imagined that Milan is the capital of Italy.
The use of indicative in fictional contexts and with doxastic verbs to convey objectively false
beliefs forces us to distinguish truth—as a matter of fact—from the subjective construct of veridi-
cality judgment, where truth is assessed relative to the internal cognitive states of linguistic agents.
We will call this solipsistic belief. 7
Italian and Portuguese, on the other hand, allow us to see a different, non-solipsistic construal


























I believe that Maria might be ill.
Marques says that the selection of one or another mood is related to the “degree of belief”
being expressed: the indicative signals a high degree of belief, and the subjunctive a lower degree,
reflected in English above with the use of the modal might. According to Marques, “the concept
of veridicality accounts for this case of mood variation. With the indicative, the inference follows
that the relevant proposition is true (according to the subject of the main clause), contrary to what
happens if the subjunctive is selected.” (Marques 2010, p. 145).
Italian is another well-known exception to the generalization that epistemic select indicative











I believe that Mary might be pregnant.
6See also Morency and de Saussure (2008), who argue that whether a speaker commits to a content embedded as
a report is entirely pragmatic.
7The need to appeal to “relative truth” for mood choice has long been acknowledged since McCawley’s (1981)
and Farkas’ (1985) work in the eighties and early nineties. Building on these pioneering works, Giannakidou (1998,












I believe that Mary is pregnant.
The Italian doxastics are therefore mood flexible. Again, notice that the effect in English is pro-
duced with the use of the modal verbs might.
The use of the subjunctive and the modal can be taken to indicate some form of weakness in the
doxastic commitment, e.g., creating a nonveridical doxastic space with both options of p and its
negation (see Marques 2010 for Portuguese just mentioned). But verbs of certainty and conviction
also select subjunctive, and when one is certain or convinced, one is doxastically committed to p,
i.e., there are no ¬p possibilities allowed in the subject’s doxastic state with we call Dox.
(34) Sono sicura che Maria sia/è incinta.
Am certain.PRES.1sg that Mary be.SUBJ/IND.3sg pregnant.
I am certain that Mary is pregnant.
(35) Sono convinta che Maria sia/è incinta.
Am convinced.PRES.1sg that Mary be.SUBJ/IND.3sg pregnant.
I am convinced that Mary is pregnant.
In Giannakidou and Mari 2021, we argue that the contrast between the indicative and modal/subjunctive
shows that commitment can be solipsistic and purely subjective (indicative)— or suppositional and
conjectural (Mari 2016) in which case is contrasted with not-knowing. We take up that discussion
in the next sections.
5 Ways to relate to the outer world: fictional predicates
Flexible mood choice is a powerful device to identify different interpretations of epistemic, doxas-
tic, and fictional attitudes, unveiling two different manners by which speakers relate to the actual
world. Fictional predicates are particularly revealing of these two ways of apprehending reality.
As mentioned earlier, fictional attitudes like ‘dream’, ‘imagine’ are cross-linguistically de-
scribed as selecting indicative (e.g. Giorgi and Pianesi, 1996; Giannakidou, 1999). They convey
subjective veridicality: the mental space of the attitude holder is homogeneous and contains only
the p-possibility. The semantics for fictional attitudes thus mimics what is known in philosophical
discussion as Hintikkean belief, i.e, the belief that conveys commitment to p.






















I imagine that Mary is pregnant.
There is a difference in the interpretation triggered by the use of the two moods. When the indica-
tive is chosen, immaginare describes a solipsistic space of imagination. When the subjunctive is
chosen, immaginare conveys a conjecture. The same distinction exists in English.
(38) Mary is silent, open eyes dreaming.
Mary is imagining that she is a top model.
(39) I imagine that you were late today at school, given the traffic.
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(38) reports a pure state of imagination of Mary. (39), on the other hand, reports a conjecture, p
can be either true or false in the context of utterance. Only in the latter case is knowledge at stake.
In the conjectural use the speaker does not know, but estimates that her interlocutor was late at
school. In Italian, this difference is made visible by mood. The conjectural use is triggered by the
subjunctive, the solipsistic use, by the indicative. In a context where Mary is explaining to Susan











He was imagining that he was going to Italy.
























I imagine you must arrived late this morning at school.
Intuitively, here, an ‘I do not know’ component is active, reflected in English with must. (Likewise,
in Greek; the use of a modal in lieu of subjunctive appears to be a general crosslinguistic strategy.).
The sentence states that, the speaker does not know whether p is true, but she is reporting that in
possibilities that are compatible with what she knows and which comply also with her imagination,
her interlocutor has arrived late at school.
With the solipsistic-iimagine, the attitudes holder is committed to a reality that is not believed
to be actual. With the conjectural-imagine, the attitude holder proposes a conjecture about how
the actual reality can be like. Solipsistic-imagine uses emotive or endogenous evidence, that it
is to say, a representation that has an entirely private, inner source. Conjectural imagination, on
the other hand, uses exogenous evidence, that it is to say evidence rooted in the actual world. We
come back to this distinction extensively in Section 7.
6 Solipsistic and suppositional belief
In Giannakidou and Mari (2021) we argue that engagement or not with knowledge allows us to
distinguish two kinds of belief. The indicative belief is solipsistic and does not engage knowledge,
but is based purely on a veridical state of mind. This solipsistic state of mind can be grounded on
emotive evidence, and we can think of the solipsistic belief as a credence (to use a term from Mari
2016). Very typically and expectedly, then, indicative (which has a very restricted use with belief)
is found in religious discourse and prayers.
































‘I believe that pain detaches, reveals truth, purifies, improves, and indeed guides the
























‘I believe that God is close to those who suffer for Him.’
Credence can be based on rational arguments, but it is mostly based on opinions, emotive/bouletic
reasons, and is often irrational. In the credence solipsistic interpretation, the knowledge compo-
nent and the body of evidence are not relevant. Solipsistic belief can thus turn into dogma in all
possible cases where truth does not matter but credence does.
When belief engages with knowledge Italian chooses subjunctive and English a modal.
(43) Credo che Maria sia incinta.
Believe.1sg that Mary is pregnant.
I believe that Mary must/might be pregnant.
Belief now contains an ‘I do not know’ component and is a supposition or conjecture. While
in every language the conjectural use of belief is present, only some languages (called π-type
languages by Mari 2016) are sensitive to it when it comes to mood choice.
These two types of belief—solipsistic belief or credence, and conjectural belief—are informa-
tive of two different manners whereby speakers and epistemic agents engage with the reality. With
solipsistic belief, they ‘project’ a reality. With the conjectural use, they ‘reconstruct’ the reality
based on external clues. The communicative goals of solipsistic and conjectural belief are thus not
the same: with the solipsistic use the speaker wants to make the credence of the attitude holder
known; with the conjectural belief the attitude holder proposes a view of what the outer world can
be like, and in particular proposes that p might be true (Mari 2017).
These two types of beliefs are grounded in different types of evidence to which we now turn.
7 Direction of fit and evidential underpinnings
It is useful at this juncture to consider the ‘direction of fit’. Firstly used for speech acts by Searle
(1975), this notion can be extended to attitudes and the types of evidence in which attitudes are
rooted. According to common wisdom, belief follows from the world, whereas desire, for instance,
projects a world. We have unveiled here two different types of beliefs: belief that follows from the
world (the conjectural belief)— engages with objective reality—, and belief that projects a world
(the solipsistic belief).
There is inner to outer direction of fit with solipsistic attitudes: the agents represents the re-
ality based on an internally born representation. They can consider this inner representation as a
faithful representation of the real world, or just withdraw their commitment about whether their
own representation can be taken to be a faithful one for the outer world.
There is an outer to inner direction of fit with conjectural attitudes: the agents form a repre-
sentation of the reality based on external clues, and try to form a faithful representation of the
outer world. These two movements (inner to outer and outer to inner) have important evidential
underpinnings again when we consider flexible mood choice in Italian (described in Mari’s earlier
work that we rely on here):

























Let’s go there ! I believe it will be good!
Notice the use of the epistemic future modal in English. Likewise, in Greek, the future particle

















Let’s go there ! I believe the restaurant will be good!
The future has a strong epistemic component (Mari, 2009; Giannakidou 2012, Giannakidou and
Mari 2012, 2013, 2018a; Mari 2015, 2018). Well known cases in English are discussed in Palmer
1986, e.g. That will be the postman upon hearing a knock on the door, and Oil will float on water
as a general rule with no temporal meaning since it is a definitional generic statement. We see in
the Greek example that despite the use of the indicative subordinator, the future particle enables
conjectural belief. Hence, we re-iterate that the transition from one type of belief to the other does
not rely exclusively on mood but on modality expressions more broadly, as evidenced also by
English. The absence of the mood category in English complements, therefore, is not deficiency,
as point to which we will return.
By choosing the indicative the speaker reveals her own credence or preference for a particular
restaurant, that relies on some internal perception (she has already eaten at that restaurant, she
likes how it looks like, ...). The evaluation is subjective in a proper way, it is based on some
subjective experience. This type of subjective judgment is un-commensurable with the one that
could be expressed by other speakers and relies on their endogenous state. Emotive material is
always endogenous as we noted above in relation with the solipsistic fictional interpretation of
‘imagine’ predicates. Endogenous material can also be rational. However, as we said earlier and
discuss further below, it is never sufficient— by its very inner nature— to form a reliable picture
of the reality, hence the unresolved situation of ‘faultless disagreement’. 8
In choosing modalization, on the other hand, the speaker signals that she is engaging with
knowledge, relying on some external or exogenous evidence: in (44-b) and (46) for instance, she
is signaling that she has heard or read about the restaurant, and that there are ‘objective’ criteria
for judging restaurants (pretty much like there are objective standards to judge a wine (see Mari,
2016, 2017)). Exogenous evidence is a body of knowledge that includes ‘facts’ (what it is known,
seen, heard etc). These facts are ‘objective’ or at least ‘shareable’. p can be ‘known’ relatively to
this body of knowledge and, relatively to this type of evidence, the evaluations of the participants
are commensurable with each other (see also discussion in Mari and Portner 2019).
We thus obtain the following picture. With attitudes that engage with endogenous evidence—
such as solipsistic belief and solipsistic fictional attitudes—, the epistemic agent is in a veridical
state. Endogenous evidence is never partial and thus it creates a homogenous mental state that
excludes the negation of the proposition. As for belief, we call this veridical mental state, doxastic.
With conjectural belief and conjectural fictional predicates, the epistemic agents acknowledge
‘lack of full knowledge’. The evidential basis of conjectural beliefs are facts, which are verifi-
able by other epistemic agents. These facts are the exogenous evidence. However, the very use
of the attitude reveals that exogenous evidence is never total (see Giannakidou and Mari 2016).
8The endogenous material cannot be ‘evidence’, strictly speaking, since evidence always makes reference to what
is the case, i.e., it always makes reference to the world. Hence all purely inner motivations for belief such as religious
beliefs cannot be evidential. Political beliefs can partly be, since they are motivated by what is the case in the world,
but the emotive component strongly affects them in this case, and this is, as we said, purely endogenous. It would be
fascinating to study the relation between religious and political beliefs in the framework we have developed here— a
task that we will have to leave for a future ocassion, however.
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Exogenous evidence is always partial when it comes to epistemic attitudes other than ‘know’.
8 Conclusion: evidence, reliability, and veridicality vs. truth
As we conclude our discussion, it is important to emphasize that the source of evidence also
determines different degrees of reliability and commitment to the ‘objective truthfulness’ of p.
Endogenous ‘evidence’, in spite of the fact that it enhances a veridical mental state, is not infor-
mative enough to allow one to draw a reliable picture of the reality. Exogenous evidence, even if
partial, is more reliable, by the very fact of relying on external or factual clues. We thus obtain
a picture where it is not only the veridical-nonveridical distinction that determines the level of
commitment to the objective truthfulness of p, but also the source of the evidence.
With solipsistic belief or credence, the speaker is fully committed to p based on doxa (belief).
With conjectural belief, the speaker is at least partially committed to p based on facts (partial
public commitment). The latter commitment, albeit partial, is more reliable than the one based on
endogenous assumptions: e.g., imagination or dreaming are veridical commitments, but far from
being reliable. Credence (and a fortiori dogma) is of the same type, it is veridical but unreliable.
KNOW is the only attitude that reveals exogenous and total evidence on behalf of the attitude
holder. It thus conveys full public commitment. Let us summarize this in the following table,
which is an elaboration on Mari (2017).
Type of attitude Solipsistic Belief Conjectural Belief Knowledge
Evidence Type Endogenous and Total Exogenous and Partial Exogenous and Total
Reliability Non reliable Partially reliable Totally Reliable
Commitment Full private commitment Partial public commitment Total public Commitment
Table 1: Types of beliefs and types of evidence
As we see, attitudes are rooted in evidence and the evidence determines not only their status
with respect to (non)-veridicality, but also their status with respect to commitment, establishing a
distinction between private and public commitment, which was absent in the initial characteriza-
tion of commitment in (10). When evidence is exogenous, it is shareable and the attitude enters
the realm of knowledge. Knowledge can be total (‘know’) or partial (‘conjectural belief’). Ex-
ogenous evidence engages with public commitments, whereas endogenous assumptions do not
allow engaging publicly (again, recall that all languages have a distinction between solipsistic and
conjectural belief, just it is not made visible by mood and modality).
In our view, commitments (public or private) are ground in evidence. When speakers make
assertions or ask questions or assess statements of others, they make veridicality judgments that
are not ex nihilo, but rather based on their own evidential perspective. We offered concrete sug-
gestions of how to model the structure of this perspective— which crucially, in our view, remains
independent of the specific language tools used. As we showed, Greek and English do not mark
the conjectural belief via the subjunctive, but resort to the use of a modal verb or a modal particle
(the Greek future particle); and the absence of the specific grammatical category of subjunctive in
English complement clauses does not entail that the semantic category of conjectural belief does
not exist in this language. We have thus shown language to be resilient and not confining, contrary
to what would be expected by the linguistic relativity hypothesis.
Finally, notice that at no point did we talk about relative truth. Rather, it is the veridicality
judgement that is relative. Truth is objective and independent of the veridicality forming factors,
i.e, the exogenous body of evidence and endogenous, privately sourced emotive assumptions.
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Truth, therefore, cannot be relativized. What is relativized is an individual’s assessment of truth,
which relies on subjective veridicality states, as we explained. Truth, in other words, is indeed a
matter of fact, while commitment is a matter of subjective veridicality. Caution is therefore advised
in using common expressions such as “my truth” and “your truth”: they can only be understood as
shorthands for an agent’s veridicality judgement or perspective on truth, not as referencing truth
itself. Subjective veridicality is an inner to outer direction of fit from language to world, while
truth (partial or total) reflects an outer to inner direction of fit from world to language.
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